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A Southern Voice
STEVE YARBROUGH

Some twenty years ago I found myself sitting at the bar in the
Oxford Holiday Inn beside Willie Morris. I had taken Willie’s
fiction-writing class that spring; he’d returned to Mississippi to
teach after having lived on the East Coast for many years. Dur
ing the semester that had just concluded, he’d brought a number
of famous writers to Oxford, including William Styron, James
Dickey, George Plimpton, John Knowles and the young Win
ston Groom. We’d sat with them
the living room in Willie’s
campus bungalow, or around the dinner table over at Larry Wells’
and Dean Faulkner Wells’ house, and listened while they regaled
us with stories about the Hamptons, where so many of them had
lived and seen one another on a regular basis. It sounded as if
you couldn’t walk down the street Bridgehampton, New York,
without running into James Jones or James Baldwin or Norman
Mailer or Irwin Shaw or Styron or some other literary luminary.
I found it hard to imagine why anybody would want to live
in Oxford, Mississippi, if he could live in a place like the Hamptons
or New York City or Los Angeles. I knew little or nothing of
Willie's own personal circumstances—only that he had resigned
some years earlier as editor of Harpers and that he had written
5
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North Toward Home, a beautiful memoir about growing up in
the South and then finding, at a certain point, that the burden of
history in the place he’ once called home had become a “terrible
weight.” Those were feelings that I indentified with. Like Willie
I had been born and raised the Delta, where apartheid was as
much a fact of life as it was
South Africa. Long before I
graduated from high school, I had decided that I wanted to get as
away from Mississippi as I could, that ultimately I wanted
go to New York or California, since those places seemed to be the
kinds of places which writers and artists could thrive.
It seemed to me that Willie, after returning to Mississippi,
had begun to idealize the very place he’d once shined a
light on. He’d talked a lot that spring about what it meant to be
a Southerner, how Southerners were so often misunderstood by
those who didn’t know the South—and to hear him tell it, no
one but another Southerner really could know the South. For all
the talk of high times the Hamptons, he seemed frankly glad
to
gone from the place, to be back home in Mississippi. I
thought he was on a strange nostalgic trip, and since I was young
and brash and lacking social grace, that evening at the Holiday
Inn bar I said, “There’s something I’ve been wanting to ask you.”
“What’s that?”
“Why
the hell would you come back here, knowing all
you know about Mississippi—especially when you could
someplace like New York, where everything’s really happening?”
Willie took a big swallow of his bourbon, stared across the
bar at his reflection in the mirror, and said, “Just wait a few years,
and I imagine you’ll get a chance to figure it out for yourself.”
In addition to being a fine writer, Willie was a bit of a prophet.

*
Since 1988 I’ve lived
California, where I teach at California
State University, Fresno. About a year ago Barry Hannah called
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me and asked if I’d be interested in coming back to Ole Miss as
the John and Renee Grisham Visiting Southern Writer in
Residence, teach the same class I’d once taken from Willie. It
took me about ten minutes to make up my mind, the only issue
being whether or not my wife
could get off from work so
that she and my daughters, Tosha and Magda, could come with

me.
I had not realized that I wanted to live
Mississippi again
until I heard Barry’s voice on the phone. I had never lost touch
with the state—I’ve returned for readings and book signings many
times the last few years, and we pay regular visits to my parents,
who still live Indianola—but the notion that I might actually
return for more than a few days was one I’d never entertained.
As we drove across country in July, our car loaded so heavily that
a gas station attendant in Denver suggested we put extra air in
our tires, I found myself wondering how my wife and children
would take life a small Southern town.
Ewa is from Poland, and she’s lived in cities for most of her
adult life. Fresno, with a population of 400,000, was the only
home my daughters had ever known. On an average day out
there, we put around seventy-five miles on our cars, much of it
on freeways, as we haul ourselves and the kids from home
school and back, to piano lessons, riding lessons, or—and this is
the big excitement—a trip the local Borders. It’s impossible to
walk anywhere in Fresno: most parts of town have no sidewalks,
and even if they did, stores and restaurants, schools and jobs are
generally miles away. There’s also the problem of crime. Children
disappear from time
time, and drive-by shootings occur on a
regular basis. The city is overrun by gangs. One year, if
recollection serves me, we had around a hundred murders. Even
though we live in a relatively safe neighborhood, we’d never think
of falling asleep on the couch with the door unlocked. We have
a contract with a security company for twenty-four-hour
monitoring.

7
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All of this, which sounds nothing short of horrific when you
put it down on the page, had come to seem normal to us. We can
sleep through gunshots. Sirens rarely wake us. We’ve learned
eat breakfast
the car, to accept the fact that we may see one
another only before eight a.m. and after eight p.m. We’ve also
learned to accept the fact that many of our acquaintances conduct
their friendships via email, that they will hardly ever answer their
phones when you call them unless you indicate that you’re in the
midst of an emergency,
which case they will prove available,
reliable and helpful. Their doors,
our doors, stay locked all
the time, and if you want to drop by, you need to arrange the visit
well in advance. Preferably via email.
Speed and danger, of course, can become addictive. I
wondered if life in Oxford would not seem too slow to my
family—and if, after a few weeks
they might not start
feel as if they were living in a small aquarium.

*
I needn’t have worried. Ewa and the girls fell in love with the
town. The slower pace of life here, which made it easier for me
concentrate on the novel I was finishing, also left us more time
for one another and more time for friends as well. Once school
started,
and I made a practice of taking long, slow walks
the Square, dropping into Square Books two or three times a day,
invariably running into several friends along the way. My
daughters grew accustomed to wandering the woods near our
house and stopping by Beckett and Mary Harmon Howorth’s
pool, where they frequently found both their parents ensconced
in deck chairs, befuddled by martinis strong enough to fell an
elephant. Our car remained in the carport for days at a time.
And slowly, over a period of a few weeks or perhaps even
months, as I settled back into life in a place I had once known so
well, I realized that at some point in the last few years I had stopped

8
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being myself and that the change had much to do with my voice.
Not the voice that emerged in my fiction and essays (though
eventually that would have been affected too) but the voice with
which I spoke—the one I used casual conversation with friends
and colleagues or with complete strangers in grocery stores and
shopping malls.
Ewa, whose English is better than my own, had told me once
that she felt as if when she spoke English she was
some basic
way a different person than she was when she spoke Polish. This
feeling, I suspect, is caused not so much by her own auditory
awareness of the sounds she’s producing as it is by her awareness
that people
her as somehow different from themselves,
as a person who is other than what they are.
The first few years I lived in California, people often asked
me where I was from. They frequently commented on how
“pretty” my speech was. One friend from the Bay Area—a very
good friend, I hasten to add, a woman that Ewa and the girls and
I dearly love—convinced herself that she could imitate me. She
started peppering her speech with lots of long drawn-out “y’all’s”
and began to call me “Honey Child” and “Sugar Dumplin’.”
When something I had done or said pleased her, she would smile
at me and holler “Hot dang!” None of this was done in a meanspirited way. None of it was meant to annoy. If you had asked
me if it bothered me, I would have said no, and I would have
meant no. Yet the fact was that I began constructing my sentences
so that I could avoid the second-person plural; when it was
unavoidable, more often than not I would say “you guys”—which
probably sounded about as natural on my lips as “guten Tag”
would have sounded on John Wayne’s.
I thought about things people had said to me in California—
things that they'd said because of something they believed they
heard
my voice. An attorney who’d been educated at an elite
private law school had once referred in my presence to a couple
of African American clients who’d made him angry as “the charred

9
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ones.” He followed that comment with another: “I wouldn’t say
that to just anybody, but I know you'll understand.” When Ewa
and I were looking for our first house, the first real-estate agent
we spoke with had tried to convince us
buy in Clovis, rather
than Fresno, promising that “You’ll feel more at home over there.
There aren’t nearly as many
Clovis, and the schools are
a lot safer.” People assumed that I wanted to hear these types of
things—they may even have thought that hearing them would
make me feel at home. They must have believed that those
comments, when they made them, said nothing about themselves,
while speaking volumes about me.

*
Those of us who earn our livings teaching
universities rarely
wind up where we would seem to belong. My fiction-writing
colleague at Cal State, Fresno—the fine novelist Liza Wieland—
grew up
Atlanta. Thus we have the oddity of two Southern
writers teaching classes filled almost exclusively with students from
California. I’ve met Californians and New Yorkers in Oxford,
and by and large they seem as out-of-place here as I am on the
West Coast.
In the last few months, during which time my voice has
stopped sounding strange to me, I’ve found myself wishing for a
kind of academic free agency, the equivalent of what they have,
say,
the NFL. You could give Mississippi a first-round draft
choice and let Dr. X go back to the Golden State, where he will
probably feel at peace with himself blazing down the freeway at
ninety miles an hour, communicating with his friends’ message
machines via cell phone.
In the time it takes him to get from
Jose to LA, I should
just about make it from my place to Square Books.

10
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Cloudburst
JOSHUA GORDON

Waking from the Sunday nap, you rub
grubby-eyed at your face and notice
the rain has finally come, like they’
been saying for days. Everyone had
talked up the storm so that you’d finally
ignored them, just like you had your sister,
Libby, who’d passed away at ten.
Scarlet fever, they’d said then and you
were kept in quarantine until you came to
thinking it was your fault. At first, it
was terrifying when you’d forget her face,
the space in her grin where the last baby
tooth had fallen out, and her hair, unruly
and black as ink. Later, it all became
a dream, something made-up to tell
your friends, a little tragedy to make
you sound more interesting, worldly.
It didn’t help Mother and Father gave
you everything except what you wantedto see Libby laugh again, trying to coax
you into going out to play in the rain.
Now it’s all you can do to set your
forehead against the cool glass of the bay
window, your breath growing on the pane
with each exhale until you decide
to bring in the plants. You open the stiff
screen door and the rain stops;
the conversant patter of drips falling
from waxy leaves and crack of the screen
slamming home beat into your ears.
You glance back at the window and,
for a moment, tell yourself you really saw
her moppy, dark hair and gap-tooth smile
disappear behind your fading breath.

11
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Erosion
BRENT S. HOUSE

In a hill behind my house is a cave made by children who lived here before. It is falling.
Roots are hanging in the air, craving the rain, soilless.

I will not bring a spoon and cup into its hollow, shape a place for myself to play.
Water breaks ground. The wash cuts asunder.

Pebbles exposed for the first time glow bright against a clean desert red.
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Chase
In the middle of the morning a coyote pup stands on a hilltop, watches me cut eight-foot swaths
across the back forty.

Hesitant to step beyond the security of fallen limbs, he bides his time until I fall into the flats,
away from
vision.
As

threads through newly mown grass, the centripetal rounds of mowing bring us closer.

Pursuit dulls my boredom. I shift into a higher gear, roll across the field, leave the blades
engaged.
The pup

watches, waits until I near, then runs into the branches.

I watch him hurdle pine limbs and sage brush before I

13
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End of the Swing Shift
JAN WESLEY

Beyond the boundaries of the city
past the nuts-n-bolts
factory I work in are miles of warehouses
where corrugated steel doors repeat
sounds dinosaurs made, where
& curves
are pounded into shape
in buildings blazing in light, sopped
in oils and solvents, heavy rust-red skeletal
frames shuttling cargo along their rails.
Men of my youth would crawl out
of mines, chop timber, swing
hammers, toss me into the air, eyes majestic
with dreams. I have always loved those men
who dance on iron beams, who drive
the goldenrod machines
with six shifts and multiple axles. I know how
arms get licked with sweat, backs
truck beds bent from chemical drums, legs
thick & bowed by the weight, hair curdled
& dirty, lapping the top of their spines.

I wait in the car outside the aluminum plant.
You slam the car door, your tattooed
arm a vice on me. I wince, then you circle
my ear gently as you do the soft
spot on a baby’s head. We drink
Rolling Rock and you touch the dirt, the new
bruises on my thigh as we drive
past the open wounds
in our neighborhood, past pipes spewing
loose water and we listen to the sticky click,
click clicks of locks and kicked piles of
broken glass by the liquor store.
14
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The middle of the night is reserved
for resurrection and renewal and sometimes
like tonight we never make it home. We stop
where the city fences in
the water & air is sweet with jasmine.

You lift me off the ground, cloak us
with a long Army coat, press into chain link
fence patterned with diamonds.
I push into you for handling, hook my ankles
around your hardened
waist tight as metal girders, and the fence jangles.
You talk so low I put my ear to your
salty mouth and we rock with rhythms of the earth
being removed and replaced, removed
& replaced, make love more
tenderly than in any satin-sheeted bed, more
protected than the rich are by the law.

No cops drive
and no one passing
thinks badly of us. Groans of the graveyard
shift rumble up and welding sparks rain, hard
hats glint under a moon’s light where we clock
out, where we are left with the lap
of water & this long greased stroke
of darkness that echoes with glory
cries of you wanting

15
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Navigation by Instinct
RYAN G. VAN CLEAVE
You’re in the middle of nowhere and your little two door’s four-valve
engine is protesting emphatically, the staticky legal-help
talk show unjuicing the battery. It’s a black, black road that appears
more of a watermark on a giant shale eye than anything.
Straight as a school wall, it seemed easy enough to follow
but now you’re sure it’s a preposterous maze as cruel
as a complex algebraic equation that ultimately equals nothing.

The man shuffling after the three-legged dog looked honest.
Swing a left at the next intersection, drive east, then turn right twice
and you’re there. It sounded terribly simple at the time.
But now you’re confused and disoriented
the constant blur of
mountain laurels and fields of fire-black grass. It’s all strewn
alongside the road like seeds on an asphalt lot, ordinary enough to
lull you into a sense of security that vanished thirteen miles
back, right before you met the guy with the lousy directions.

It could have happened to any of us. But you’re the one there
now and we’re glad it’s not us. It’s disquieting to be just out
of reach, so distant and worried that you’re ready to confess
anything, plea bargain your way onto a familiar highway.
roll
down the windows to cool off. The scent of violets and rain
heavies the air and you inhale deep, then you’re heading south,
past a bent telephone pole without wires, unattached to anything

Left? West? If you
fast enough, everything will blue as it
bends towards you as you become light, a red beam
like hydrogen lasers that beacon to a
satellite among
the dark space particles, then you can be launched back
down into someone’s microwave oven. 35" tv, maybe. There’s no
way to say it with any magnitude of certainty, but
you have the feeling you’d been there many times, with someone,
somewhere, sometime long before this happened.
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Tektite
n. a small roundish glassy body of unknown origin occurring in
various parts of the earth.

In the purpling shadows
where the press of land
unfolds into perfect arcs,
a single measure of earth
obsessive on its tethered
wings, wanting always to
take flight, blame the sky
for its brooding; Here, below
ground, where fathers and uncles
lie in long rows, chains of bodies
that snake the dark soil,
a single mass of shiny rock,
quartz-like and heavy, secretive,
like a code no one ever learned
to break. Momentary ice, hard
as iron
it bejewels
the darkness as trains clatter
past overhead, the passengers
sipping lattes and diet sodas,
so unaware of what lies below,
nestling deep with their childhood
demons, who like bitter jailers
rattle their keys along the bars,
wanting out, wanting to hear
again, their cries drowned out
the steel wheels on tracks,
the laughter of a boy whose
father says no, that monsters
don’t exist, that nothing but dark
lurks under his bed.

17
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Remembering The Day
We Were Married
NICOLE REINERT
It was just the two of us that day
as it had been for months,
you carried me to the bedroom
for my bath, spread me out over towels
on the soft mattress.
My body stiffened against the cold,
skin spiking up tiny hairs in defense,
and I mentioned the day we bought the bed
at a yardsale just up the hill from us,
and because it had wheels, you let me
ride it downhill to our house like a
homecoming float,
laughing while you steered.
That was the other San Francisco,
before the relapse and the
weight loss, now I hovered around
a hundred pounds, for months going
downhill on this same bed, for months
while you steered, and although
there were no flowers on this day,
no flashbulbs, gowns, no end in sight,
just this bed we had bought
together,
I gestured to my body
from the neck down,
Are you sure you want to do this?

I do,
you answered swiftly,
and it was done.
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Birthright
DAVID GALEF

My mother’s last words, according to my father, were a woozy
three a.m. reminder to give the mailman and garbagemen their
holiday tips. Lymphoma had spread throughout her body, the
pain worsened by all the radiation and chemotherapy, and she
died a few hours later. Once a full figure of a woman, she looked
in the end like a white shadow—I know because my father
me
and my sister see her on the bed before the mortuary assistants
came
take her away. It was days before anyone thought to
cook or take care of the house. That was a week before Christ
twenty-five years ago, but the holiday season still puts me
a funk. I often check my lymph nodes and fret about cancer.
Even more, I worry that I’ll end up the same way, not attending
to my own needs, wasting my last moments some act of unre
membered generosity.
These days, I’ the one who performs the household miracles:
the garbage gets taken out, the toilets come clean, dinner is pre
pared, and even the
are mysteriously washed on nights
when my wife Diane is feeling down on domesticity. She works

19
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as a loan officer in a pristine bank while I lead retarded children
through their tangled days. On the other hand, her job is more
financially rewarding, as she occasionally reminds me. So I do
more than my share, but what kind of gravestone epitaph will
that make? “He gave freely of his time, 1966-1999.” I’vewritten
over a dozen endings for myself, none of them cheery.
But I’m good at putting up a likeable front, a can-do atti
tude. Around the school, I’ known as Mr. Extra, the one who’s
willing to stay late when there’s a problem with a child, or who’ll
clean up the bodily fluids the students excrete. I don’t want a
child myself—I’ve got enough on my hands with this raggletag
crew—but Diane doesn’t see things that way. She was an only
child, and she just doesn’t realize how much attention a kid, any
kid, demands. She used to hint at it from time to time; now she’s
started pressing the subject. We’re both in our thirties, though
we’ve been married for only two years.
“Jonathan,” she says, as I unwrap chicken thighs from their
foil coating and remove the broccoli from the steamer, “don’t you
think it’d be nice if we had some company? Someone
”
I scoop brown rice into a blue ceramic bowl and plunge a
spoon into it. “How small?” I ask. “We have enough trouble
around here without inviting in dwarves.”
Diane bites her lip. “I’ll be thirty-four in April. One of
these days it’ll be too late.”
“Pepper?” I offer a bit too brightly. It’s either that or sigh
from somewhere beneath my sternum. No matter what my re
sponse, it kills both our appetites so all we can do is pick at our
food. Eventually, I get up to clear and throw everything
the
plasticized maw of our trash compacter. Depending on how I
feel, I might return to the dining room and massage the day’s
loans from Diane’s shoulders. I give wonderful backrubs, the
kind that linger long after my hands have left you, the way my
mother taught me when I was seven years old. In sarcastic mo
ments, Diane claims it’s why she married me.

20
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The truth is that she’d make a lousy mother—I'd make a
better mother—but how can I tell her that? Or maybe she knows
already but is hoping it’ll turn out all right somehow. She has
unrealistic outlook, the kind of euphemistic attitude that in my
line of work turns mental retardation into “learning disability”
and crippled into “physically challenged.” Maybe I put on
optimistic face at school, but I never forget the difference be
tween possibility and wishful thinking. Getting Gregory, who
has advanced Down’s syndrome, to eat his lunch without getting
any banana on his clothes is within the realm of the possible and
a good goal to strive for. Teaching him arithmetic is ridiculous
and will only lead to tears. It’s that damned word empowerment.
As Barbara, the token hippie at school, points out, empowerment
is used by people who don’t have any. And Diane talks about
motherhood so glowingly because she doesn’t understand the re
sponsibility involved.
Diane punches the video-remote watch a rerun of Cheers,
which to me is like being trapped in hell with a laugh track. I
retreat to the bedroom, which is quiet as a womb. You are what
you read, and lately I’ve been paging through a novel that had a
moment’s fame some years ago, Tell Me That You Love Me, Junie
Moon. It’s about three dysfunctional people an era when the
term dysfunctional was still a
in some social worker’s eye. It
has its own poetry without trying to extract too much from an
obviously untenable situation. I hunch over my side of the bed
and take up where I left off the night before.
I read long enough so that the posture-perfect mattress un
derneath me becomes a buoyant sea I float along on. When I
look up, the digital timepiece on the bedside table is winking
9:00. I come back into the living room to find the television still
on and Diane asleep in what I call her uneasy chair. Her neck is
arched back, her mouth half-open like someone who’s seen God
on the ceiling, but her eyelids are delicately shut, and a gentle
sigh issues from her lips. She still hasn’t changed out of her blue
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suit. Poor Diane. I’d like to kiss those parted lips and stroke her
ivory neck. Yet something in her aspect reminds me of a semiaphasic student named Denise who stops right in the middle of a
sentence. I hate myself for the comparison, but there’s no getting
around it. I tiptoe away and come back after she wakes up.
At school the next morning, I have to prevent a fetal-alcohol
case named Billy from walking away with Gregory’s lunch.
Down’s-syndrome kids are so dopily affectionate that people tend
to take advantage of them, and it’s my job to maintain the bal
ance of power. Children, Freud wrote, are little savages, all id—
but what did Freud know about kids with brain damage, kids
with severe motor impairment who can’t even go to the toilet by
themselves? I’ve handled more feces the past three years than
most parents. I wonder how Diane would react diapers on a
ten-year-old.
In the other corner of the room, Barbara is crouching at the
level of three kids who want her to join in their game, which
generally has something to do with jostling elbows and “You’re
” Better schools have more structured programs for retarded
children, but the main feeling Tate county is “Keep ’em busy.”
So we do everything from Simon Says to Put the Velcro Tail on
the Fuzzy Thing. We’re also supposed to go through a standard
set of activities including physical coordination games and speech
therapy, but the truth is that we improvise a lot. Most of the
parents either don’t know what’s going on or don’t care to.
Today Barbara is wearing torn black jeans, a tucked-in U2 Tshirt, and combat boots. Her bare arms look cool under the
fluorescent light as she reaches out to wipe off Tommy’s chin,
which always has a whisker of drool. Those arms are strong and
competent,
to pat a child comfortingly or hoist a seventy
pound berserker about to throw a building block. Many of the
children are on medication, but a few can turn surprisingly ag
gressive in the space of a turned back. Barbara is particularly
good at quelling disturbances even before they get started, nicely
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and without fuss. I admit I’m attracted to her, from her heart
shaped behind to those knowing
eyes, but it’s more than
that. One of my recurrent daydreams, an odd combination of
fantasy and nightmare, is being reduced to the stature of a re
tarded child as Barbara holds me tight in her arms and soothes

me.
The ten o’clock bell rings, which means that it’s time for
outside play. The head of the retardation center, a bushy-haired
woman who spends half her walking life with arms akimbo, is a
great believer in regimen. So we have bells for snack time, bells
for recess, bells for every period—which creates a certain Pavlovian effect. Some of the
always think it’s time to
and
salivate on cue. But instead here I am, bundling up my charges
to go outside, making sure that shoes are tied and buttons fas
tened.
“Here, catch!” Barbara shouts, tossing me a maroon play
ground ball. Outside, I lob it high in the air towards Gregory,
who catches it firmly with a big hug. He chucks it up to Elsie,
who punches it out of her way toward Billy, who happens be
looking in the other direction. Before it can hit the ground, I
rush to save it. The group has a mild phobia about letting the
ball touch the pavement, so I intervene as best as I can. This
means that I’m often left holding the ball. Barbara is on the
other side of the playground, leading a circle of Duck, Duck,
Goose.
After forty-five minutes of this, the bell rings, and we troop
inside again. For some reason, lunch is particularly exhausting,
and by three o’clock, the smile on my face feels like plastic stretched
over a coat hanger. In the cloakroom, as I’ about to leave for
the day, Barbara
closely at me, as if she’s seeing me for the
first time. “You look tired,” she says softly, and lightly brushes
my forehead. All the way home, I keep raising my hand to feel
where she touched me.
Diane is waiting the hallway with a surprise. “We’re going
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out to dinner,” she announces, and whisks us away to the one
restaurant
town that doesn’t use iceberg lettuce in its salad.
We
at an intimate table, my wife and I, and chat amiably
about our day. Diane can make funny jokes about her clients—
she can turn the most trivial incident into an anecdote, and I do
love her for it. “So I wore the beige suit today. How can you get
trouble with beige? Then Mr. Murphy walks
. . .” Her
smile reminds me of my mother’s, a sudden flare of the lips.
Back home again, as we get ready for bed, she springs an
other surprise on me: a chartreuse silk teddy that looks as if it
came from Victoria’s Secret. Diane is busty, and the sway of her
bosom has always done things to my head. I trail my hands
down her body, lingering on her wide breasts and the chartreuse
between her thighs. When we lie down, her skin is so warm
that it feels as if heating conduits are underneath. We start to
make love, but just as I’m about to enter her, I think of asking:
“What about your diaphragm?”
She shrugs her thighs. “Doesn’t matter. I’m about to get my
period anyway.” She presses her hand against my buttocks.
But in my mind I see a
planted, a sperm fertilizing an
egg. I jump ahead a
to a squalling baby, red-faced and im
placable. The baby’s expression changes into one of those perma
nently twisted faces I see on the children at school. I ease up
from my position on top of Diane. I
on the edge of the bed,
everything dangling down.
She touches my flank. “What’s the matter?”
I shake my head, which is not an answer.
She strokes her own side and tries a smile. “I can’t change
into anything more comfortable than this.”
I get up and rummage around
the drawer of the night
table. When I finally produce a raspberry-colored condom, my
wife has lost interest.
The next day at work, I offhandedly ask Barbara whether she
intends to have any
All I know is that she lives with a guy
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named Floyd, and occasionally she’ll tell me with a flip of her
hair, oh, Floyd this, or Floyd that. But her answer to my ques
tion surprises me. “It’s not really an option for me,” she says,
looking off the left. “I had my tubes tied when I was twenty.”
“Why?” My syllable of dialogue hangs in the air like a large,
clumsy balloon.
She shrugs. “It seemed like the right thing to do at the time.
I don’t know about now.” She turns back to supervising a patty
cake contest. One of the children is smacking the wrong areas,
and she has to intercede.
Her answer only opens up other questions. What kind of
relationship did she have then? Has working with retarded chil
dren turned her around, or just made her uncertain? What’s the
motive for having children, anyway? Ego gratification, perpetu
ation of the species, something to occupy your life? These are the
issues that had me staring at the ceiling last night until almost
dawn. I’m surprised Diane couldn’t sense the tension, but she
slept on oblivious.
Over the next week, I feel the unrest at home. It’s sort of a
combination of Diane’s urgency and my unease. I burn
Wednesday’s dinner of lamb and eggplant; she stubs her
a lot
on furniture she used to walk around gracefully. We talk more
and more in elliptical sentences and don’t meet each other’s eyes.
This isn’t the first time phantom children have come between us,
but this time they seem here to stay, future shadows assuming
weight and substance. They can be shooed away, but like crows
on the lawn, they’ll just shift to another area.
Diane is a careerist, determined and competitive, and at first
I didn’t see how she’ ever allow kids to interfere with her sched
ule. “I need a twenty-seven-hour day, Jonathan,” she once told
me after a particularly hectic week. “The men all give me the
work they can’t handle.” But when her married friends began
have babies, she grew dewy-eyed, and it was a short step from
there wistful.
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For a while, I was successful with diversions. I bought an
ice-cream maker and proceeded to churn out a rainbow of flavors
over the next month, from mocha cream to cherries in brandy. I
bought twin mountain bikes and persuaded her to ride the midget
trails
our community’s nature preserve. I even began acting
more
walking toward her on my knees to hug her, or
clowning around public. I’d bring back odd objects I picked
up in the streets: a rock shaped like a face, or a giant bluejay
feather. “Where did you get this, Jon-jon?” she’d ask in mock
astonishment. I could hang my head like a five-year-old who
knows he’s done wrong; I would half-lie her lap and
her run
her fingers through my thinning brown hair. I enjoyed making
myself small for her.
But then we’d visit our friends and observe how well little
Samantha played with her Legos. It didn’t even have to be a
success story: after an afternoon watching a two-year-old wreck
the living room, we’d come home and suddenly our upholstered
chairs would look unmussed and forlorn, or so Diane would claim.
I couldn’t deal with arguments like that, and I started to with
draw.
It’s been that way for a while, and it’s getting to me at work,
too. I lose patience with Gregory when he wraps his arms around
me so I can’t put his jacket on. He’ll never learn a damn thing—
someone to mother forever. Outside, I let the playground ball
bounce away as my group of
on uneasily. I know the
burnout rate for this kind of job is high, and I may be reaching
my limit. I haven’t smacked anyone yet. The problem is that I
see so little progress, but then what did I expect? I got into this
field as an education major interested remedial problems. The
nastiest adults are those who deal with retards so they can feel
superior to someone, but that’s not me at all. I suppose that begs
the question of what my real motives were. I think I like working
with them because, demanding as they can be, they’re so unde
manding in ways that count, and grateful, too.
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At home, Diane has opted for open confrontation. “If you
want this marriage
progress, we need to do this.” We’ve just
finished dinner, a lentil stew against the cold night, along with
boiled potatoes and cabbage. The dishes lie scattered about like
rejects we’ve discarded.
All I can do is shrug. “Look, if anyone should want kids, it’s
me. But I don’t. I
with them every day, and that’s enough.”
She waves her hand dismissively. “Those aren’t normal kids.
That’s the cross you like to bear—I don’t know why.”
My sister Mary said the same thing when I started my job,
except that she also
she understood. She’s a nurse, and that’s
her way of compensating.
’s been living with her boyfriend
for four years, but she doesn’t want any kids, either. Over half
the men and women in my family have died from cancer, many
in their forties. My father, perhaps to even out the score, died of
an aneurysm two years ago.
“Besides,” Diane continues, “I don’t see why a bunch of
strange kids are more important than the children we could have.”
Because children shouldn’t have children, I think. But I can’t
tell her something I don’t quite understand myself. I try the ra
tional route. “All right, let me put it this way. Why do we need
kids?”
"Why? It’s natural.”
“That’s not an argument.” I fold my arms.
“All right. I like children.”
“So we’ll go and visit some.”
“But I want a family.” Her heavy lips
in a line.
“Okay, but why?” I get up to clear the
“I’ sorry, I
know it sounds like I’ being terribly obtuse, but I mean it. Why
kids?”
She looks at me startled. I might be a loan client who’s just
asked for twenty-five cents, but somehow it feels like a million
dollars. It takes her a moment till she can reassert herself. “All
right. She begins to tick off reasons. “
kids are fun—”
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“When’s the last time you spent all day with one?”
“ You do all day.” She looks at me slyly, her fertile brown eyes
appraising. “Actually, I think you’d be a good father.”
“Years ago my high-school advisor said I’d make a good law
yer, too.” I start stacking. “But law wasn’t what I wanted to do.”
“But kids are a chance at immortality!”
“Maybe, but you give up your life for theirs.” If she’s going
to use cliches, so will I. They’re probably both true, anyway.
“Jonathan.” Her voice has become soft, almost pleading,
except for an inquiring edge that pulls me in. She takes my chin
in her hand. “What are you willing to give up?” Her hand reaches
around rub my poor neck. “You’re not going to stay with that
job forever, I can tell.”
“What if the child’s damaged?” I murmur. This is close
the heart of my fears, only the damage lies elsewhere. In me.
“The chances for that increase the older I get.” She releases
me but reaches out for my hand. “Anyway, they can check that
sort of thing nowadays. In utero.”
“Yeah.” I retract my hands, stack some dishes. “Listen, would
it kill you to help me clean up?”
She’s hurt, the way she always is when I ask her to help out,
but she complies. Only she’s not too good at it: she doesn’t clear
off plates before stacking; a serving bowl
It strikes me as
the kind of ineptitude that doesn’t go away with practice. I feel
my hackles rise, or maybe it’s just the lymph nodes in my neck,
which feel tender and swollen. I’d call my doctor, but whenever
I show up with these fears, he diagnoses them away. “Worry
about something more important,” he
the last time. “Your
job, or your family.”
So nothing gets decided that night, but we can’t go on decid
ing nothing or that’ll be our decision. “Nope,” I think of telling
my sister long-distance, “instead of a baby, we opted for a void.”
Diane and I move warily about that night and the next, eluding
not just each other but the dark, furry subject between us, too
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inchoate to wail. The walls of our prefab ranch house seem thin
and arbitrary as to what they enclose and what they keep out.
Thursday, everything falls
crisis hits the school at noon.
It’s Gregory: a heart attack at age nine, his padded chest no pro
tection against a faulty valve. Barbara frantically tries CPR, try
ing kiss air into him, straddling him with her thighs and pummeling his ribcage hard. It’s no use. By the time the medics
arrive with an ambulance, there’s little chance of recovery. The
medics apply an oxygen mask, but he reaches the hospital as a
DOA. Half the kids seem stunned at the news while some of the
others don’t really understand what’s happened. Absences are
always harder to comprehend than presences. Barbara cries qui
etly against my shoulder as I numb myself by patting her head
over and over. Friday I quit my job.
I don’t tell Diane about this at first, partly because we’re not
speaking
each other much these days, and also because I can
explain the death of Gregory but not my decision to leave. At
times I feel like a passenger on a train waving goodbye to a figure
at the station, though I don’t really feel as if I’m moving at all.
And why do I always feel so panic-stricken at the prospect of
departure?
It’s been almost a week since I went to school. I go out the
morning and come home in the evening, just
keep up some
semblance of activity, but all I do is go to the Moonshine Diner
and drink a lot of milky coffee as I read a book. Sometimes I just
drive around. Late one afternoon I arranged to meet Barbara at
the diner, but all she wanted to talk about was work. I told her I
might not live long enough to go back to work, and she didn’t
know how to take that.
At home, the meals I make rely more on comfort foods:
mashed potatoes, hamburgers, canned soup—the kind of food I
learned how to prepare when I was small and my mother loomed
large. Later, when she got too weak to get up much, I brought
things
on a tray. I read
her when her eyes got tired. She
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loved mysteries. I don’t know what she would have made of me,
aged thirty-three.
Tonight I’m lying on my
of the bed, staring at the ceil
ing and waiting for sleep. The dark form of Diane is two feet
away, the quilted coverlet accentuating her size. Her slumber
smooths out her features, her big bosom gently rising and
with the automatic rhythm of those blissfully unconscious. She’ll
leave me one day, I know it, and not even the threat of my death
will stop her. And because I know this, I snuggle up close,
curling against her yielding side, feeling her warmth, trying
hold on.
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Lhaysek’s First Poem
LUISA VILLANI
The rose petals in your left pocket
are from me. I didn’t put them
in your right, because the left
is where you keep your keys,
and sometime this afternoon
when you’re searching
for something to take you
far from where you are, I want you
to remember this morning,
before the day rushed toward us,
after we brushed it aside. I too love,
I too, feel the queries
the realities of the day make
into the land of dreams.
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The Colors, The Fragments,
The Camels
LUISA VILLANI
I tell you about the lithograph
on my apartment wall
back in the states: Paul Klee,
“Two Dromedaries and a Donkey,”
or “Two Donkeys and a Dromedary.”
I don’t remember which.
I do remember the colors, triangles of green
and orange, obtuse parallelograms
of brown. It reminded me of a blanket,
the kind my mother made
from bits of old coats
and pillowcases, in the times
before my family had money.
We became W- T rich, I say
and you ask me what that means.
It means my mother was poor,
white, and from the
You’re puzzled
I know, because you move
the conversation back a step,
the way I move my poems
when I don’t want to dwell where they are:
I was in Afghanistan. I’ve actually
seen camels.” Now we are going to talk
of war, of the night the world exploded
in your hands. I hate speaking in wounds,
but it seems we’re already there.
Camels I think are mad at God
because he made them. They stink
with hate, inside and out. I saw one once
burst like a balloon filled with blood
when mine went off inside it.” Is that
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how it happened, how you lost
your fingers? I don’t dare ask.
I keep thinking of my lithograph,
of how I like my nature
portioned into culture.
I
thinking of the two ears
joined beneath my pubic bone,
the red
ready to hear
the small sounds of rain
you make inside
Is this then
the journey, the way we leave
our bodies to become boats
rocking in steady seas? Across
seven oceans I’m already standing
at a window, remembering
the patchwork’s rise and fall, as I watch
a homunculus of clouds
knot the sky with storms. From this distance
nothing seems real. No words
hurt. Rain then,
is a remedy for righting
the world’s wrongs, water a way
of jostling thoughts
into the small, palpable stories
we keep beneath our covers.
I’ll never look at that lithograph
the same way,
the colors, the fragments, the camels.
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Body Parts
ANNE CORAY

work’s end
the day’s face
cles down;
you trudge
in the skin
of what is common

you’d like to think
it is more than this
that you could grow
an exoskeleton
of dreams
and you begin
begin almost to believe

but for the slow blood,
the thick feet

and a spine laden
with tolerance
and dread
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Industry
PHILLIP RAMP
The island’s main industry is wind.
You can feel it making the sap stretch the limbs
teasing the roots to send
more decisive messages to the rock.
On the beach a branch
has been brought in
the sea
and the grit whips
like a flag
flapping against the waves.
The island works day and night
to make something out of what has to be.
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Patchwork
ARLENE ANG
For the sake of peace
I quilted blankets
and not one hid,
let alone darts with macabre poison,
a deliberately misplaced needle. . .
in the intricacy
of sewing
together
which might have well
been a useless
fingers wateredas if there were
too much blood already
staining the cloth.
Slaving for peace,
I collected patches
of your discarded clothes4 blued with your old eyes,
the other 10 were
my unworn gifts,
all have been gassed with
naphthalene into the back of
and like these hands,
my patchwork has found
its way back to our bed.

closet,
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ARLENE ANG

In the wake of peace
I had quilted
a polychrome of swatches:
cinnabar stripes
indigo plaid
black-hole spots
calico sand
until you tired of too much warmth,
threw off the blankets
and permanently
left.
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Transfusion
SARAH MACLAY
Green is too calm a color
for these wild spurts
of growth in roses,
shouting like new
ags, stems
swollen as the folds in my pink satin
blouse as it hangs down
from the doorknob
after I’ve gotten such a crush
on the way the inside of your wrist
flows into your palm,
the way your eyelashes
seem happy to belong
to your face,
and the nearly visible
curtain of charged air like an aurora
borealis strung between us
me to turn
the mushroom over,
let my fingers wander
into the pleated brown
gentleness of its skirts,
brush it against my cheek
like moss and breathe

I drink your stain
in everything I sense,

so what can I do but accept—
when every morning
the morning glories open like blue trumpets?
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Thoughts on Coming Home
REBECCA HOUSE SHANNON
I realize not that the difference between staying or leaving
Is the person I would have become.

It is strange how the smell of something familiar can make you feel lonely.
Like summer. The greeness of it all, crickets like messengers,
or charcoal burning.
What I hate is the dull ache I get from looking at mountains;
long and slow like the sun falling, not quite bright enough to
make you cry, but just enough to sting.
I miss a few people with names big like houses, Augusta or Pendergraph.
I want so badly to live in them. Look out through crooked windows,
roll these elaborate
down the hallways, and varnish the staircases.
I want to crawl around on the attic
dank with its walls sloping in like
wings. What if I were to lift off? Soar away?
I have forgotten so much while I was away. The dead moths in the corner,
the slender candlesticks in a row before my mirror. The smell of my father.
s old shirts draped over a chair or hung on a door knob, like prayers, worn and
forgotten, sung from mouths that never really learned quite how to forget.
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Watching Comet HaleBopp From My Ex-Wife’s
Back Porch
JIM NATAL
1.
Apostrophes indicate possession. But who
can possess a ball of ice and gas that punctuates
the night? Who’d want to?
2.
Marriage
is a form of possession. An owning,
but also a giving away. Two lives overlapping that
one shadow; an eclipse of bodies once orbiting, then tangent.
Until a planet or moon or sun inevitably is covered,
as if smothered by a dense down pillow. It goes
dark.
3.
And after marriage? When, jettisoned like rocket stages,
our shared years fall away at lightspeed and distances reach
interstellar, possession shifts, becomes a cold
clench streaking across the vacuum of mind, reappearing
in cycles as predictable as the tides or lunar
phases that all the four walls and divorce
songs or drunken stardust dances in
the world cannot divert.
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4.
Below this porch,
on the redwood deck, is the lawn chaise
in which I reclined my final
night here, my house no longer mine. Awake,
then sleeping, then waking without astrolabe to ask
the noncommital sky notched between
two plum trees for direction before
the dawn.

5.
Solo traveler across the eucalyptus canyon.
Bright eyelash. Accent mark to emptiness.
Or maybe this twitching cat-tailed comet should be
read as comma, a pause rather than an end stop.
A waiting for return.
6.
My visit tonight
in the time of the comet to pick up
our daughter, trails an afterimage vivid as
the Asian woman I once saw—stunning
in white dress, stockings, and pumps, satellites
of pearls around her neck. She approached,
then, verging close, veered
off the sidewalk between constellations
of headlights never to
seen in this lifetime again
matter how much I might
sh it.

7.
Even if I wished it to be.
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Garlic
ANNE TWEEDY

As smooth and richly contoured as a breast
your ivory cloves entice;
their gentle impressions perhaps lead
to some exquisite cloister;
the peaked ends titillate.

Only your aroma exudes the fire
that staves off all but the resolute.
Akin to the wiles of certain butterflies,
your piquant scent deters
the unworthy suitor.
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The Rain That Falls
PAUL BOWERS

Ludy picked him up in the Jesus Mission bus on a cold Friday
morning after watching him throw up what was left of a free
Inner City Ministries cheese and pastrami sandwich. By the time
his head stopped spinning and the cold sweats of nausea dried
up, they
already chugging down Main, past the new mall
and across the river bridge. Pooch said, “You know, I’ve never sat
in the front row of a school bus. When I was a kid I sat in the
back to grab a smoke.”
“There’s no smoking on the bus,” Ludy said, and swung wide
around a corner.
Pooch felt in his pocket. “I’m out anyhow,” he said, eyeing a
channel of white scalp that slipped like a pale rope down to her
forehead, and was brought to an end by a tuft of red hair care
fully combed in a swoop across one eyebrow.
Do you know Jesus?” Ludy said, meeting his gaze
the
broad overhead mirror.
I sure do,” Pooch said. “I suppose nobody knows Jesus bet
ter than me. I give him glory every day of my life, and then
some. Pooch figured she wanted to know whether he was worth
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol6/iss1/29
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working on before giving him an old coat nobody wanted in the
first place, so Pooch tried to save her a little time by confessing
loving Jesus right off. “In fact, I’ve done my share of preaching
my life, reaching out to unfortunate ones like myself, telling them
about how much Jesus liked supping with the sinners.” He liked
the word supping.
fine meal was always supped, he thought.
Would you sup with me tonight?, and the answer would have to
be, I’d be delighted. “Yes, indeed,” Pooch said, “I’ve got the joy
down my heart.”
Ludy coasted across the river into the industrial district with
its belching steam of petroleum refineries. Tall, thin pipes burned
from their tips high in the sky and distorted the surrounding air
with heat, and Pooch remembered how beautiful the flames were
at night from across the river.
“You don’t know Jesus,” Ludy
flatly.
“I just told you I know Jesus.”
“But you’re not telling the truth.”
“How you know that?”
“Because I do know Jesus, and he’s telling me he don’t know
you.
“How do you know your talking Jesus is better than my talk
ing Jesus?”
“There’s not but one, and I suppose since my heart is a little
cleaner than yours with the stink of liquor about you, I must be
hearing him right. That’s what the scriptures say in Matthew.
‘Blessed are the clean of heart, for they will see God.’”
“I thought we were talking about hearing, not seeing.”
“You ever been babtized?” Ludy asked.
“My folks were dry Lutherans. Real dry.”
“If you hadn’t been babtized, then you don’t know Jesus.”
“Lady,” Pooch said, leaning on his elbows against the back of
the driver’s seat, “that’s like saying you never drove a car
it
was a Buick.”
Pooch leaned back in his seat. He thought if he argued any-
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more she might put him out and he’d have to sleep outside, with
the threat of cold rain hanging the clouds, and a part of the
city with a reputation for swallowing up people who slept in the
streets. Wherever she was taking him, it would have to do for the
night, because he couldn’t walk back to the North Side Shelter
before dark.
The
was powdered
a gritty dust, inside and out, the
windows barely clean enough to see through. There were streaks
of mud on the floorboard from somebody’s dirty shoes, and the
silver railing that wrapped around behind the driver was cold
and sticky and smudged with fingerprints. “This old tub could
use a little cleaning, lady.” Ludy stared straight ahead, as stiff in
the back as ever. “By the way,” he said, again moving closer,
thinking that maybe she didn’t hear well, “I don’t believe I’ve ever
heard of the Jesus Mission. I hope you’ve got more than two
beds is all I can say. If there’s three beds you can always move at
least one away from the guy who saws logs.”
“Only have one bed,” Ludy said.
“One? Then we better step on it before some other Jake gets
my spot. You don’t have any more busses out prowling the south
side do you? I hear there’s at least fifty without beds over here
every night. I don’t relish the idea of a blanket on the floor much
anymore. My back won’t take it, I tell you. I’ll
stove up for
days if I have to sleep on the floor.”
“It’s a good bed,” Ludy said. “And there’s nobody else it.”
“I hope you’re right, because my legs won’t take a night on
the floor.”
I thought it was your back bothering you.”
Ma'am, I’m all messed up in virtually every way.”

*
Pooch had no intention of letting Ludy fiddle with his soul be
fore at least getting one good breakfast out of her. That much he
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decided before they arrived at the apartment complex. Even when
Ludy got out, Pooch remained in the bus, thinking she was stop
ping to visit somebody before moving on. Then she came back
to get him.
“This is it, mister.”
Pooch stood outside the bus for a moment, lolled against a
rusting iron fence surrounding a row of sad brown apartments,
then he followed Ludy down a sidewalk between buildings, around
a dimly lit corner swirling with moths, and up a flight of wooden
m in
door. Heinstood behind her as she worked
her key
rs to her in
big
in
through a series of locks.
in
“Is this the Jesus Mission?”
Ludy opened the door and Pooch followed her into the dark.
“It’s not a mission place,” Ludy said, somewhere
the cave of
the apartment, and then she found the lamp. “I’ on a mission
for Jesus. It’s a Jesus Mission. Get it?”
The room glowed a pale yellow light cast by a thin canvas
lampshade, and Pooch saw a narrow hallway bleed away into more
darkness. “That all depends on how you read, I guess.” Pooch
looked around the apartment, at the sparse but neat furniture: a
brown couch, oblong coffee
a maroon recliner, another table
an alcove with a bowl of fruit and blue placemats. “But it
don’t matter where you put the oomph if you still got that bed.”
Ludy heated vegetable soup and toast, poured a glass of ice
water and another of milk, then slid it all in front of Pooch. He
ate slowly, still feeling a little sick at his stomach.
He watched her carry bed-linens into a room down the hall.
She came back, walked around the living room fluffing a
white pillow before throwing it on the couch along with a thick
crocheted purple afghan.
Pooch felt better with the soup him, and the milk settled
the cramps
his stomach. Ludy came into the kitchen and
fluttered around him, taking away empty dishes, offering him
cherry pie, fresh coffee, and then she took out a piece of paper
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and asked him what he wanted for breakfast.
“Lady, 1 don’t appreciate being taken for a fool.” Ludy held
her pencil at the ready; her face, gray and sagging
the jowls,
remained passive; her eyes, a pale
that reminded Pooch of
cat’s eyes, met his with a stare. “I mean, I don’t know what you’ve
mind for me, or why you hauled me all the way out to
your place, but I won’t trade just anything for hospitality. I hope
you ain’t thinking of robbing me or expecting any bedtime hugs.
Not that you are offensive to my sight, but, tell you the truth,
I just ain’t in the mood.”
Ludy flinched a little, even loosened her grip enough to doodle
a spiral on the piece of paper. Then she showed signs of move
ment, her thin lips spread into a meager smile. “All I want is to
minister to you. That’s all. I don’t accept any payment for doing
the work of the Lord Jesus Christ, and if you was to offer any I’d
put you back on the
and drive you away and chastise you
because you would’ve spoiled the whole thing. There’s
I’ve got tell, straight from scripture, and all you have to do is
listen to them for an evening, get a good night’s sleep, eat some
thing before you go, and I’ll deliver you somewhere in the mornmg.
Pooch sat up straight, said, “I can do that,” and drained
enough soup from the bowl to cause Ludy to abandon her break
fast menu
get him a ladle-ful more. He ordered sausage and
bacon. And toast with jam.
“Strawberry all right?” Ludy asked.
“Is it the kind with the little seeds?”
There’s seeds, I guess.”
I like that kind,” Pooch said.
Ludy cleaned up his dishes while Pooch read about the Sec
ond Coming a magazine published by Jews for Christ. On the
cover was a painting of people wearing watery-looking purple
and green robes, crouched and fearful below a rolling storm cloud,
hands shielding their anguished and ugly faces against a bright
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light that shot across the sky and struck the roof of a temple
in
the distance.
He stared at the picture, at the agony of the people, until he
was very nearly asleep sitting up on the couch when Ludy came
in carrying a
bowl. She knelt slowly at his feet and
began to unlace his shoes.
“If you’re thinking of soaping up my socks, you’d be better
off bringing a match.”
“Just
still,” Ludy said. She tugged his boots free, and
without so much as a wince went for the dirty socks. Even Pooch
had to
back to
the fumes, but Ludy never budged,
never
From the wash basin she drew a wet rag, and lifting Pooch’s
foot, slowly pushed the bowl against the couch base. “You want
me to stick her in there for you?” Pooch said, thinking he had
found a real kook this time, and deciding, just at the moment his
foot touched the warm water, that he was going to take full ad
vantage of her. He tried to work the other foot in besides, but
Ludy held him off,
the bowl was only big enough for one at
a time.
“Them’s boats, ain’t they?” Pooch said, admiring the size of
his foot Ludy’s small red hands. “You know, my sister has feet
a half-shoe-size bigger than
I’m telling you, that girl lopes.”
Then Ludy said, as if she were taking up a conversation al
ready in full
“There was a Pharisee that invited Jesus
supper, and a sinful woman was there, and when she saw Jesus
she washed his feet with her
and dried them with her hair.
Then she rubbed them up with precious oils.”
Pooch looked at Ludy’s thin red hair, knew right away it
wouldn’t soak up but a drop or two off his big feet. “I’ rather
you didn’t do that part,” Pooch said.
“And the Pharisee,” Ludy went on, “came in and
Jesus
was being dirtied by the sins of the woman who was touching his
feet. And you know what Jesus said?”
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“No, ma’am.”
“He said that what she had done was the best anybody ever
done for him.”
Pooch said, for lack of anything else, “
what do you
know?”
Ludy was gentle, took her time washing each foot with great
concentration. As she was toweling him off Pooch said, “Tell
me, what sin did the woman who did the washing commit?”
“I thought you
you did some preaching?”
“That’s right,” Pooch said.
“Then how can you be a preacher if you don’t know the gos
pel stories?”
“I preached from my heart,” he
defensively. “I spoke
with the tongue of the Holy Spirit. Ever heard of inspiration?”
Ludy carefully folded the towel into quarters and dropped it
into the bowl. “I believe
the Holy Spirit,” she said, “but the
scriptures give us stories to live by, and those stories was written
by the hand of man with the Holy Ghost guiding their pencils.”
“But,” Pooch interrupted, “what if you don’t have a pencil or
paper when the Spirit comes on you?”
Ludy paused with the heavy bowl of water. He saw her arm
quiver under its weight. “Then I suppose you talk.”
“That’s all I’ saying,” Pooch said, and he leaned back and
spread his arms proudly across the spine of the couch.

*
He was nearly asleep when Ludy nudged him on the shoulder
and told him get up and go down the hall to the bedroom. He
stood up and watched her spread a thin bedsheet and fold the
afghan neatly on the couch arm.
Go along, now,” she said.
Pooch picked up his shoes and socks and left her sitting
quietly on the couch, her hands folded in her lap.
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The bedroom was dim but for a circle of light from a faded
lamp on a nightstand. The bed was turned down neatly, and
there was a glass of water on the table next to a big black Bible
with gilded pages. Pooch went into the bathroom and filled the
sink with water to soak his socks.
In the corner of the room by the door was a straight wooden
chair with a square pillow. Pooch
down, dug his
into the
carpet pile and dozed. He thought he should probably just get
undressed and hop bed, but the quietness of the room seemed
to freeze his joints. He had slept in dozens of beds that didn’t
belong to him, beds that held a different man every night, sheets
that smelled of sweat and dust and liquor and cigarettes, worn
blankets rough as sandpaper and always ragged around the edges.
And now that he had a bed made up with care, with bleached
sheets and a thick comforter, he couldn’t convince himself to crawl
into it, not with Ludy holed up on the couch.
He roused himself from the chair, wrung out his socks and
stuffed them into the pockets of his army jacket. He washed his
face, the back of his neck, cleaned his ears with wet toilet paper,
and finger-combed his hair.
The hallway was dark but for the square of light that bled
out of the bedroom when he opened the door. There was no
light the living room and he wasn’t sure he could make it out
without running into something. He felt his way along the wall
until it ended and he knew he was the living room. The front
door was to the left somewhere, but before he had taken two
steps in its direction he heard Ludy whispering in the dark. He
froze. Surely she would think he’d come to do her in if she caught
him sneaking around, so he stood still and hoped she was just
talking in her sleep. But Ludy was awake, and praying, and she
was saying something over and over again, and he held his breath
and heard, “You make the rain fall on the just and the unjust,
Sweet Jesus. You make the sun to rise on the righteous and the
sinful, Sweet Jesus.”
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He figured it was worse to listen in while she talked to God
than to take her bed for a night, so he started backing his way
into the hall, but before he had taken two steps Ludy was saying
something else. “Thank you, Jesus, for coming to me in the
disguise of the wretched. You was thirsty and I gave you water.
You was hungry and I gave you some food. You was tired and I
gave you a place for you to sleep. You was dirty and filthy and I
washed the dust of the road from your feet.”
Pooch made it back the bedroom and eased the door closed,
the sound of Ludy's prayers fading into the dark. Without think
anymore about it he undressed, folded his clothes neatly on
the chair, and climbed into the bed. The sheets were cool against
his skin, the pillow like laying his head on a cloud, and he went
to sleep thinking there was nothing he could do but enjoy him
self.

*
Ludy had the table
by the time Pooch woke and washed up.
He spent a good half hour in the bathroom, knowing it might be
his last chance to clean up for at least a few days. He’d forgotten
about his socks balled up in his jacket. They were still wet and he
had trouble getting them on and tore the
out of one of them
in the effort. Before he left the bedroom, he drank the glass of
water, opened the Bible to make it look like he’d spent time read
ing it, and made the bed as best he could.
She made sausage and bacon and toast. There was a butter
dish and round pan of flour biscuits and two kinds of
and a
jar of sweet apple butter. Pooch sat down at the table and Ludy,
who was wearing the same clothes she wore the day before, poured
him a tall glass of pulpy orange juice, then black coffee in a cup
with a saucer. It had been a long time since he’d had coffee in
something other than Styrofoam. More than anything he liked
the soft clink of porcelain against porcelain, so he raised and low
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ered the cup every few seconds, taking small sips, forcing himself
not to hurry.
Ludy said nothing beyond a quick “Morning” and scurried
around the kitchen as if she
looking for something else to
lay in front of him.
He shook the cloth napkin and smoothed it on his lap. Not
that a little butter or grease would show up on his already filthy
pants, but with the saucer and the two kinds of jelly he wanted
go the whole nine yards. He gripped a fork one hand, a butter
knife in the other, and paused over the meal. He knew the sooner
he started, the faster it would all be gone, and he wasn’t quite
ready to disturb the food. He had never thought of food as beau
tiful, but there it was, all arranged front of him like a picture,
and he hesitated to make a mess of it.
“What you waiting for?” Ludy said. She was leaning against
the counter with a dishrag wadded up in her hands, watching
him. “You see something you don’t like?”
Pooch shook his head. Then he thought there was no way he
could eat with her standing there, so he got up and pulled the
chair opposite him away from the table. “I’d appreciate it if you
would sup with me this morning.” And although she didn’t say
it out loud, the way she sat down and rested her hands in her lap,
she looked like she would have
“I’d be delighted,” if such a
thought had ever come to her mind.

*
After breakfast, Ludy ran water in the bathtub while she sat on
the commode and read scriptures out loud. Pooch stood with his
head bowed, hands held solemnly together at his waist, and lis
tened. Every few seconds he lost his concentrations on Jesus and
had to adjust the big green bathrobe that slipped off his narrow
shoulders.
“And Isaiah says, A voice in the desert cries out: Prepare the
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way of the Lord; make straight his paths.' Amen.”
“Amen,” Pooch said.
“And that voice was the voice of John the Babtist,” Ludy
said, looking up at Pooch, “and he says he comes to babtize with
water, and he was filled with the Holy Ghost. Amen.”
“Amen,” Pooch said, then Ludy put her Bible down like a
great black brick on the dusty commode tank and said, “Get on
in,” and Pooch stepped into the yellow tub with the water still
running. It felt good on his feet and legs, like slipping into a big
vat of coffee.
“You want me to sit down?”
Ludy looked at Pooch’s tall, rail-thin body swamped in green
cotton, then at the tub. “I don’t think you’ll fit full-length. Bet
ter drop to your knees.”
helped him off with the robe and
held his hand while he folded his sunless legs under him. He felt
his underwear grow heavy with water. She put a red washrag
over his face with one hand, palmed the top of his head with the
other. “Dear
this man has come to be washed
the
blood of the Lamb. I thank you for letting me find him and
allowing me to bring him into the fold, being one of the lost
p you are forever looking for. Pooch, what do you ask of the
Lord?”
Pooch mumbled from beneath the cloth, “To have myself
babtized.”
“Do you confess yourself to be an awful sinner?”
“I do.”
Do you ask for the cleansing water of Heaven to cure you of
your sinful habits and evil ways?”
“I do.”
Do you wish to walk in the newness of life everlasting?”
Yes, ma’am.”
Yes, Lord,” she corrected.
“Yes, Lord.”
"Then grab a good breath,” she said, and Pooch felt her press
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against his neck, and he fell forward into the warm waters of
salvation.

*
It was the least
could have done for her, Pooch thought, as
they made their way back across town on the bus. In fact, he
would let himself be baptized on a regular basis for a good night’s
sleep and a hot breakfast, and he was already planning to track
her down in a day or two and claim the first dousing didn’t quite
take.
She let him off at the North Side Shelter and drove away in a
hurry, as if she didn’t have time to wait in finding someone else
carry across the river.
Walter T. and Rolly sat on the curb in front of the shelter
sharing a cigarette when Pooch stumbled off the bus. The last
thing
wanted to do was waste the morning away with those
two, but Walter T. kept calling him over, so Pooch
down on
the curb just to get him to shut up.
“Where you been?” Rolly asked, nursing the last scraps of
smoke from the cigarette.
“Across the river,” Pooch said, although he didn’t want to tell
them too much, afraid they might get the notion to head for
Ludy’s place and mess up any chance he had of going back there
himself in a few days.
“I thought maybe you was off to Sunday school,” Walter T.
grinning and showing the gaps his brown teeth, gesturing
with his dirty fingers the direction the bus disappeared.
“What do you know about any kind of school?” Pooch said,
already wishing he had walked on down the street to a quieter
place to sit.
“Enough to stay clear of it,” Walter T. said.
Rolly sucked on the cigarette until there was nothing left
draw, then hung the cold butt from his lips. “You giving old
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Ludy Barnes the business over there?” he said.
Pooch stiffened, and he wasn’t sure if it was the mention of
her name or the sudden disappointment that he didn’t have a
secret after all that made him angry, but he turned on Rolly like
he was going to level him. “What do you mean by that?”
Rolly pulled back. “I was just asking a question. You got off
Ludy’s bus, that’s all.”
Pooch looked down at his shoes, at the flesh of his ankle
showing through the torn sock. “ man can’t
an inch around
without somebody’s nose being in his business.”
Walter T. was laughing. “Jumpin Jesus,” he said. “That’s
what they called her, ain’t that right Rolly?” But Rolly didn’t
answer. He remained stone-faced and chewed on the cigarette
butt until it unraveled his mouth.
“What nonsense are you talking?” Pooch asked.
“That’s what they called Ludy Barnes back in the days.
Jumpin Jesus. For ten dollars she’d do anything you wanted and
she’d say ‘Jesus, Jesus’ while she was doing it, so they got to saying
she was Jumpin Jesus. Course, that was a long time ago before
somebody finally figured out she really meant it.”
“Meant what?”
“Saying you was Jesus is what. Bums is Jesus, the real McCoy.
Course, the fact that she was nuts didn’t stop fellas from forking
out ten bucks, but it got to where she wouldn’t swap for any
thing. She’ give you a coat or a pair of shoes or something to
eat, but no more poontang, and hell, we can get that stuff on this
of the river without all the bother. Silent Nellie over across
Bryant Street is still in the business and she don’t talk at all. Ain’t
that right Rolly?”
snickered, nodded his head with some embarrassment.
Walter T. talked about his last trip to Bryant Street and how
he fooled Nellie into taking a stray pup for payment, but Pooch
was tired of looking at their ugly faces and dirty hands. Most of
all he was tired of hearing Walter T. carry on, so he got up with
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out a word and started down the sidewalk.
“Where you going?” Rolly shouted before he could get far
enough away, but Pooch only waved his hand the
and moved
at a slow, easy pace.
Walter T. said, “He’s going to cross the Jordan, ain’t that right
Pooch? And he ain’t even going to use the bridge, are you Pooch?
Why, that’s Jesus H. Christ himself, Rolly. Didn’t you know that?”
Pooch wasn’t about to hurry. He didn’t want to make it look
like they were getting under his skin, so he stopped, bent down,
and carefully rolled the bottom of his pant legs up to his calves.
“Just in case it don’t work,” he said, and he heard Walter T.’s
barks of laughter bouncing from the blank walls of the buildings
until only the cold wind off the river whined in his ears.
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Measuring the Distance
ATHENA KILDEGAARD
It’s possible to measure the distance
between us. That is to say, in miles
or kilometers, or hours driving
non-stop with the window down
so you don’t fall asleep. And it’s agreeable
to say This moon that will
full
tomorrow waxes in the sky
where your are looking. How pleasant, too,
to think that the monarch flying by
could have landed on your violets.
Its trip south connects us, like the moon,
like the long stretches of highway
across the desert. But the fact is
the distance is as intangible as
astronomer’s remarking that the light
you see has been coming toward you
for centuries though its source is long gone.
The logic of it defies the heart’s knowing.
But you know, don’t you? how unsatisfying
this all is, like balancing a checkbook
or scrubbing the stovetop, an exercise
in futility. The distance can’t be measured.
Because I’m here and you’re there.
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Doing Piked Half-Gainers
at the University Pool
All the While
Thinking About Girls
DAVID WATTS

One can’t remember how such a thing
started
when at the root of it is danger,
the head whizzing by the end of the board
just as the jack-knife opens over you,
over the three meter board,
backwards into the waterfoolin’ around, I called it, at the university pool
during those road-melting summers
with nothing better to do.
I wish I could dive like that jes’ foolin’ around,
Claire said, which is, of course,
exactly what I wanted to hear.
But that’s all it got me,
not beach blankets, adoration,
muscle-flex and all that,
which is the moment you learn again
you don’t have a clue what it takes
to get girls.
Maybe not the greatest mystery
for everyone, but high up there for me
was that Peggy gave it to Billy
because she didn’t love him
and would never marry him,
but not to Milton
who she did and would have.
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It just added to my confusion
and getting none,
which I wasn’ I was not surprised
at anything,
which is why I got so good at diving,
forward two-and-a-halfs,
half-twists, tucks,
the importance of the slow walk up to the spring,
something I could understand,
gravity, precision, danger,
and pools and pools of cold green water.
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At Ebner Falls
KEN WALDMAN

The big gray stump like totem
of an owl, October smell
of mud and leaf on a shoe,
I remembered the nightmare
about my grandfather—his face
a pale prune,
bony hands
and fingers tight to my neckand rose from the picnic bench,
touched the part of stump that jagged
like an ear, walked to the
of a rock. Staring up Gold Creek,
I might
caught real owl
winging in the woods (though
I might have seen wind shaking
a branch, or my mind zippering open
like a suitcase). Everything roared,
and something flew. Watching
froth shoot, I stepped back, turned
toward the falls, and let go
from the shoulderblades.
Then from the throat.
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Panty Thief
JULIANA GRAY VICE

The math was wrong, for one thing. Ten clays’ laundry
and only three pairs? All white? And nothing else gone?
On the walk back to my apartment, I glared
over my basket. All men were suspect.
Which one had slipped into laundry room
and removed the still-damp lovelies from the dryer?
By now they’re laid out on some dream-rumpled bed.
He fingers the silky black florals
with lace around the waist. The airy cottons
are placed in a row. He pulls
the green bikinis over his hips, surprised,
as I was, at how little fabric there really is.
How exciting such a theft must be; they are
now
as much as mine. We check our figures
in the mirror, and like what we see.
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The Panty Thief in Jail
JULIANA GRAY VICE

Seeing him on television
after the arrest,
I couldn’t help
feeling sorry for him.
In the
mug shot
his hair
was a black thornbush.
One eye looked at the camera,
the other
at something I couldn’t see.
I doubt I would have looked better
if everything
I loved
had been seized in an instant.
The story showed police
dumping
a trash bag filled
with women’s underclothes,
seven years of collecting,
on the station floor,
their rumpled colors
like butterfly wings.
Some of them must
mine,
plucked from a laundromat dryer
months ago.
Then I was angry
at a fraternity prank.
Now I admire
industry,
his devotion,
how much he must
loved
work.
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In a cell now,
without colors or silks,
must dream of that
treasure,
those wings that took him
where
hungered to be.
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Our Fathers (Who Aren’t In
Heaven)
LYNNE THOMPSON
I wish Pinky Jackson’s father were mine. Mr. Jackson doesn’t have to work. He’s
a full-time lover, a honey man who spends his time smiling and applying
Madame C.J. Walker’s hair pomade. He’s always being entertained
by long-legged women who’ve just stopped by to pay their respects for his lost
missus about the time we come home for Cokes & Fritos after school. We take
turns peeking at the women admiring themselves in the long mirror down the
hall, after, laughing and slowly applying shiny red lipstick, examining their teet
and straightening their hose, looking like they know what makes a Chevy’s
engine work. Passing, they smell the sweet of exotic fragrances-gardenia or
magnolia-lavender or rose-mixed up with some other unidentifiable smells
that always seem to drift out of Mr. Jackson’s bedroom. There,
sometimes
find small, empty
the kind lined in satin made to hold men’s gold and roll,
wall floats on air blowing from the hi-fidelit
n localy have
r cufflinks. Some romantic music
player in the parlor, music that’s really dreamy like Garner’s Misty or Duke’s
Mood Indigo. Mr. Jackson always looks up at Pinky and me absent-mindedly
like he forgot we always come home at 3:30.

My father has to work. He regularly smells funky like the town garage where he
fixes up old cars that should have been trade-ins anyway. I don’t think he was
ever lovered by anybody, leastways not my mother and certainly not me. He
always looks at the two of us, when he looks at the two of us, as though there
was a really interesting fly on the
just behind our shoulders. He grunts
speech. Sour and shirtless, he reads the funnies at the breakfast table, the
news at dinner. He won’t let my mother buy a hi-fidelity player so she & I
to hum the melodies of the latest top 20 tunes. She never wears lipstick and she’s
allergic to perfume; but she sure enough knows how to make our landlady’s
sheets and towels smell just like lemons, how to French braid my every-morning
wild, kinky hair and the way to fricassee a whole chicken, gizzards and all. I
don’t think she knows how to make an engine work, though; and my father
never looks at us absent-minded. Tomorrow, Pinkie and I are coming to my
house after school; we’re gone jitterbug to the tunes of bebop and rock ‘
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teach each other how to put on Maybelline’s Moroccan Red lipstick and admire
each other & ourselves in the bathroom’s yellow mirror for hours and hours and
hours and more.
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Morning
M.H. MASON
But he had already done it.
Wept into his hands. Wished.
Her eyes remove him.
Now even the sun dust holds
silence in bars
the room.
And both hearts are dream
animals, pacing the lengths of
forgiveness or bitterness.
Two flawed coals.
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Fish Plant
KIKI R. NUSBAUMER

The tundra absorbed the clomping of her heavy boots on the
grey wood of the boardwalk so that the sound stopped dead. It
had rained and the drops were tangled the knot of
a few
feet below her. The fish plant was
and still, like a dead thing
sprawled out along the beach.
At the end of the walkway she jumped onto the dark sand.
The sun was bubbling orange on the horizon. It was nearly mid
night. She thought night was terribly unenthusiastic about fall
ing on King Salmon, Alaska.
The wet sand sucked at her boots as she moved slowly away
from the hulking buildings and softly moaning generators of the
small civilization the fish plant had become since the bush planes
brought the workers here from the lower 48. Karen had ducked
out of the toy airplane and watched the pilot turn around and fly
away, her hands at her face, nervously clawing her own cheeks
with her fingertips.
Then the fi had started coming. Boatloads of salmon. She
felt she had touched every one of them with her gloved, frozen
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hands. In bright yellow rain
she had sliced their soft bellies,
pulled out their internal organs and dipped a spoon inside
scrape the bloodline off their spines. Her fingers were too bloody
to rub nervously against her face.
squinted against the wind and pulled her black, hooded
sweatshirt tightly around her. The abandoned plant was about a
mile up the beach. She could see the pilings sticking out of the
sand at different angles against the steel-grey sky. The remains of
the dock were like a giant ribcage picked clean by crabs and
seagulls.
The gutted fish were frozen in freezers the size of
mausoleums. The boys had told her to go inside, spit, see if it
freezes before it hits the ground. It had. They watched with
their wool caps lying
against their skulls as a crystallized
drop of saliva bounced against the cement floor. They laughed
with her, then looked at her dirty jeans and make-up-less face,
down at her boots through the undulating vapor that wafted from
the freezers, and turned away.
Half-eaten fish carcasses lay along the brown sand. The or
ange blaze was dwindling as she looked out over the dark waves.
The giant ribcage drew nearer.
On the little plane the boy next to her told her she didn’t talk
much. She stared at the clouds while her stomach leapt from one
side of her belly to the other, her always busy hands pushing on
her jawbone just below her ear. She’d turned a brave face to him,
his curly hair clinging tightly to his head, his cherubic mouth in
a crooked smile. He would not have looked out of place in a
Renaissance painting, diaphanous
projecting from his back,
a white sheet draped just so. She’d apologized and pointed out
the clouds to him, self-consciously pushing her brown hair be
hind her ears, then forcing her hands into her lap.
She smelled the fish. It was a normal smell that no longer
repelled her. The smell of a fish lying on the beach was familiar.
Inside the plant, her spoon scraping the inner flesh of a salmon,
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the smell was different. It must be the stench of blood, she
thought. Death curled up her nostrils and wove itself into the
wool sweaters her mother had bought her for the trip. Black,
she’d told her mother, who’d compromised and gotten her a dark
grey and a dark green one. She’d helped her daughter fill her
backpack with warm clothes, emergency crackers, toiletries, a
disposable camera, a John Knowles novel and paper so she could
write home.
had asked Karen over and over if she was sure she wanted
to go. It would be hard work. She wouldn’t know anybody . . .
A phone rang the distance. The night shift picked up and
only the crashing waves were left to give sound to the blossoming
dark. The sun was nothing more than a smear above the sea now
and her boots sunk deep into the sand. She had to yank her legs
out with each step. The silhouette of the plant loomed close now
as she sank to her knees in the muck.
The cherub-boy had invited her on this walk when they first
arrived. He’d lured her with condescending wit and sarcasm,
charmed her with his quick friendship and apparent interest.
They’d run among the leaning pilings, filled their boots with mud
and sat looking out at the ocean by daylight, their hands not yet
acquainted with so much death.
They’d pushed each other into the sand, wrestled like chil
dren. Karen was buoyed by a confidence that rose out of the
unknown. They’d been dropped onto the creaking docks of the
plant and would remain for one month. There was nothing to
do but cling to the innocence around you.
She was cold now, and felt mud inside her boots as she reached
a hand out to touch the first black column that stuck out of the
sand. It was rough and snagged her skin as she walked past it,
struggling with the sucking morass. She let her eyes run up its
length. He’d sat up there, she remembered, rocking back and
forth, mud clinging to his jeans, his thin shirt flapping like a sail
in the wind. She was sure the piling would pull out of the muddy
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sand and fling him headfirst onto the beach, but his pedestal
stood strong, balancing him high above her.
’d tried to climb
one but the wood dug into her hands, the mud on her shoes
made her feet slip. He teased her, called
her, knowing she
couldn’t climb it. She squinted up at him, her fingers pulling her
cheeks; a defeated smile lingered for a moment until he jumped
down from his perch, landing a heap at the bottom.
She moved through the poles, the ruins, as the tide pulled
out, leaving them all stranded, no water frothing around their
bases, the barnacles closing to the thin night air. She didn’t touch
her face.
There was one more week left at the plant. She would return
home with $3,000 and a backpack full of muddy clothes that her
mother would throw away. She would attend college another
town, she thought.
He had pretended to be hurt when she ran over to him, touch
ing his back, her voice rising panic. He’d grabbed her shoul
and burst out laughing, then jumped up and ran back along
the beach, his feet slipping
and out of the sand like pistons,
while she trudged as fast as she could, pushing herself to stay just
behind him. When she’d stop to catch her breath he wouldn’t
wait, shouting over his shoulder at her, Come on! Come on!,
laughing as he ran, his teeth catching the sun, all the light. He
turned once to face her, opening his arms, his chest rising and
falling with his breath. She stopped and looked at him, mud on
her face, her lungs aching, her eyes red from the salty air. But
just turned away and bolted up the dirt hill to the walkway.
She’ felt lonely and missed her parents as coffee eased down
her frozen throat. The cherub laughed deeply in the corner of
the break room with two girls. When the boys invited them to
spit
the freezer they’d said no. Their sweaters were tight and
their hair stood atop their heads
shiny, cascading ponytails.
She could smell the fish on her fingerless gloves as she held the
cup tightly, blowing the steam with a gentle breath. This was the
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twelfth hour on their shift and she’d decided that coffee was not
a vice, but a medical necessity. When a woman on her crew
offered her another cup she accepted with a grin.
She explored the deserted beach and circled around, winding
her way back up to the base of the first piling, studying it as she
approached. She wrapped her arms around it and pushed her
thighs up and over the splintering, barnacle-encrusted wood,
scooting slowly upwards, an inch at a time, the wind blowing
against her back. She gripped the pole with her thighs, released
her arms and hugged higher, extending her back, stretching her
neck, and slid her thighs upwards again, hugging it like a bear.
Splinters invaded her arms, sliding under the soft skin of her wrists,
but her hands, callused from work, gripped the pole uninjured.
Patiently she inched her body up the pole until she reached the
top, where she pulled herself up and
feeling it sway under
neath her.
Down the beach she saw the boats nearing the docks, circling
like
She shimmied halfway down the pole and let herself
drop with a wet
In a space between the pilings a tidal pool had formed. The
water was being absorbed into the sand. The pool grew shallow
as she stood watching it.
salmon darted back and forth in
panicked spurts in the shrinking puddle, silver flashes punctuat
ing the near dark as she watched it struggle.
The water was cold as she ran her hands through it, trying
grab the big, slippery fish. It sloshed and wedged itself into the
sand, but as she wrapped her fingers around, the thing shot off
the other direction. Her back was stiff from leaning over the
puddle, so she waded and crouched, feeling the icy water pour
into her boots. The pilings leaned like forgotten monuments,
the wind whistling between them. They watched her chase the
fish around the puddle. Its gills pulsed maniacally as she lunged
for it and water splashed into her face.
Soon there was no more water where the puddle had been,
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and the fish lay gasping on the sand. The last shards of sun had
disappeared so that her white skin shone silver the moonlight.
slid her hands under the fish. It struggled, slapping the wet
sand with its
its fins rubbing against hands no longer so ten
der. She hugged the fish to her chest as she waddled out toward
the edge of the water in wet pants and heavy boots. The silver
scales glowed white in the light of the moon. She waded out a
few feet, then dunked it gently into the surf. It hesitated between
her hands for a moment and took off into the open water.
Around her the sea was black, lapping at the sand, pulling
away from the land where the fish, stolen from the waters,
kept and killed. Down the beach the buildings of the fish plant
were dark, featureless rectangles. In the big one, near the com
pany store, the cherub used
sleep, shirtlessly answering the
door, opening it just wide enough so she could see his friends
inside, then shutting it on her, his smile still making promises.
But he’d left a week ago. He paid for his own flight home, unable
to finish out the season. He’ been embarrassed to say goodbye,
but she’d watched from the stairway as he boarded the tiny plane,
the mirth drained from his angelic lips and eyes, the tickets
clutched shamefully in his right hand.
She turned and began running down the beach, back toward
the fish plant, without stopping.
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Forty-seven Years
JOHN CANTEY KNIGHT

Busy as we were, I had a lot of time to think.
The rains that flooded south Georgia and wet July
feet deep had come and gone. Weather turned fair, sky
tranquil, puffs of clouds rested on blue. August,
cooler than it’d ever been, slumbered in sunning snakes.
She brought clothes folded neatly in a paper sack.
Absently, she talked about the forty-seven years they’d been
together. How a tie choked him, how
never needed
a suit. I looked across bottom land where Autumn
rolls thick along creek banks and blends into sky.
Sun glinted on window glass on the way in. The long ride
was slower than it’d ever been till the next day coming
back. That night, I
faces I didn’t know and realized
that if you live all your life in the place you die,
everyone knows you. People in small towns come out,”
my wife said. Outside, fireflies flicker darkness
and the mountains
nearer. It’s almost as if nothing
has changed, that his world and generation linger not
much longer. As
the preacher remembers they roamed
the woodlands together. It was so long ago yesterday
when selecting the coffin that the funeral director
had said that they’d put in a crematorium for the folks
from Florida as a convenience. Pallbearers lifted
the casket to the hearse. My wife comforted her mother as
forty-seven years moved down highway to church and grave.
Sun shined brightly as the headlights, one-by-one,
darkened, and people hesitated by parked cars and waited.
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Luminous
LOIS WILLIAMS

The farthest things were white:
the moon, mother’s body,
their lantern skin in glimpses.
Once, I saw her
undress, the room fall dark behind her,
the wide flat navel like a trapdoor
(for years, I never learned
another route out of the body).

I remember the blue-white skin,
the fretwork of veins,
my father pulling fennel from the garden, how
he clapped his hands before he came inside.
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Reflections of An Inner City
High School English Teacher
(To my students at Hinkley)
DIANA SHER

We tottered on the precipice of love.
My students
Reaching out from the pit
While Romeo andJuliet
Played to the balcony.
Momentarily distracted
By some exquisite image
A metaphysical conceit
Our hearts touched
And my aching soul briefly warmed to a glow
Reaching toward theirs
Both of us
Hungry for the poetry
Between people.

And then
Suddenly
Like anger
It was gone in a flash
Back to studying settingTime and Place.
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Contributors’ Notes
Arlene Ang lives in Venice, Italy, where she works as a translator and
web designer. She is also editor of Mefisto, an on-line literary arts jour
nal that appears in English and Italian. Her poetry has been published
in Dandelion, Zuzus Petals Quarterly Online, LiNQ, and Rattle.

Paul Bowers is a professor of English at Northern Oklahoma
College, where he teaches writing and literature. His fiction has ap
peared in Indiana Review, Mid-American Review, The Journal ofAmeri
can Culture, and most recently in Southwestern American Literature.
Anne Coray is a lifelong Alaskan, living on remote Qizhjeh Vena
(Lake Clark). Her poetry has appeared in Nimrod, Sulfur, and The Bit
Oleander, and will appear in Yefief Bogg, and Black Dirt. She
recently received a grant from the Alaska State Council on the Arts to
publish a chapbook, Undated Passages.

David Galef has published two novels, Flesh and Turning Japanese,
as well as over sixty short stories in magazines ranging from the old
British Punch to the Canadian Prism International, the American
Shenandoah and The Gettysburg Review, and many others. He is
associate professor of literature and creative writing at the University of
Mississippi.
Joshua Gordon is an instructor of English at Hinds Community
College in Raymond, Mississippi, and has studied at the Center for
Writers, the University of Southern Mississippi. His work has appeared
previously in The Yalobusha Review, and in Doggerel, The Naugahyde
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Literary Journal, and most recently, in The Oxford American. He is cur
rently at work on a manuscript, Bulldogging Love.

Brent S. House is a native of rural south Mississippi. He attends
the University of Arizona.

Athena Kildegaard lives with her husband, two children,

and
parakeet, in Guanajuato, Mexico, the city famous for its mummies.
Her poetry and translations
been published in Mid-American Re
view, Cream City Review, The Malahat Review, and Forpoetry.com. Her
poem is dedicated to the friends she left behind in Oxford.

John Cantey Knight’s poetry has most recently appeared in the
Birmingham Poetry Review, Fox Cry Review, Plainsongs, and Tulane Re
view. New Delta Review awarded him the Eyster Prize for poetry in
96, and he has received
Amelia Magazine poetry award for the
past three years.

Sarah Maclay’s second chapbook, Shadow ofLight, was published
by the Inevitable Press in 1999. Her poems have recently appeared or
will appear in ZYZZYVA, Solo, Poetry International, Cider Press Review,
Spillway, and other journals. She was a Poet-In-Residence at Beyond
Baroque in spring of 2000. Her first chapbook, Weeding the Duchess,
was published
Black Stone Press. She facilitates a weekly poetry work
shop in Santa Monica, California.

M.H. Mason, the author of “Morning,” resides in Venice,
Jim Natal recently had a new chapbook of poetry published, Oil on
Paper,
the Inevitable Press. His poetry has appeared previously in
The Yalobusha Review, and his first full-length collection, In the Bee Trees,
is to
released
Archer Books this fall.
Kiki Nusbaumer has a B.A. in creative writing from the University
of Arizona. She is currently working as nanny in Richmond, Virginia,
and writes during her free time.
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Phillip Ramp is an American living in Greece, translating Greek
into English and writing poetry. A selection of his poems entitled Jonz
was published in England by John Lucas’ Shoestring Press in December
1994. The full collection ofJonz was published in a bilingual edition in
Athens, Greece, in December of 1997.

Nicole Reinert, the author of “Remembering the Day We Were
Married,” lives in Providence, Rhode Island.

Rebecca House Shannon is a student at the University of Mis
sissippi. She is the winner of the 2000 Evans Harrington Creative Writ
ing Scholarship.
Diana Sher’s poetry has appeared in over thirty-five magazines, in
cluding Kalliope, REArts & Letters, and Descant. She teaches creative
writing at the University of Colorado at Denver, and composition at
Metropolitan State College, also in Denver.

Lynn Thompson is a recovering attorney. She says that as a poet,
she was born of wildness and dreams. Her work has appeared recently
in Rattle, The Burning Cloud Review, Fauquier Poetry Journal, and Writ
ing for Our Lives. Her first play written for children was staged last
spring and she closed out the year by having one of her pieces choreo
graphed for the Los Angeles County Festival of the Arts.

Ann Tweedy is a poet and lawyer who currently lives in Salem,
Oregon. Her work has been published in Berkeley Poetry Review, Geor
gia State University Review,
Fernando PoetryJournal, and LucidMoon.

Ryan G. Van Cleave is a freelance photographer originally from
Chicago and his work
appeared in recent issues of Quarterly West,
The Christian Science Monitor, and Shenandoah; new work is forthcom
ing in London Magazine, The Yale Review, and The New Republic. He is
the editor of Sundog: The Southeast Review and also serves as coordina
tor for the annual “World’s Best Short Story Contest.” His second
book, American Disapora, is forthcoming from the University of Iowa
Press.
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Juliana Gray Vice is a student in the PhD program in creative
writing at the University of Cincinnati, where she studies with Andrew
Hudgins and Don Bogen. She earned her Master’s degree in English
from the University of Tennessee and her undergraduate degree from
the University of Alabama. Her poems have appeared recently in New
Delta Review, River City, and GulfStream, and are forthcoming in Ala
bama Literary Review.

Luisa Rossina Villani is a former Bucknell Fellow and AWP Intro
Journals Award-winner. Her work has appeared in the New England
Review, Prairie Schooner, Haydens Ferry Review, and other journals.
Among her other awards are Academy of American Poets Prize and a
Masters Series Award, chosen
William Greenway. Her chapbook,
On the
of Everything, is available from WECS Press, and her first
book, Running Away from Russia, will
released this fall.
Ken Waldman’s poetry has recently appeared in Beloit Poetry Jour
nal and Tar River Poetry. He lives in Anchorage, Alaska.

David Watts, the author of “Doing Piked Half-Gainers at the Uni
versity Pool All the While Thinking About Girls,” resides in Mill Valley,
California.

Jan Wesley, author of End of the Swing Shift,” lives in Los Angeles,
California.

Lois Williams grew up on England’s northwest Norfolk coast and
now lives in Pittsburgh, where she is completing her MFA at the Uni
versity of Pittsburgh. In 1998, she received a Ruth Lilly nomination,
and in 1999 she won the Academy of American Poets
prize.
Fellow of the Western Pennsylvania Writing Project, she teaches in col
lege and community writing programs.
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Oxford, Mississippi

If “the open road”
is the way to take
in journeying
through life, surely
the same applies
to reading.
Let it happen!
Enough buttons
are being pushed
every day to make
this world
increasingly unfit
to live in!
-Henry Miller
“To Read or Not to Read”

1962
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Atthe Ole Miss Bookstore, you'll find as extesive
selection of academic and scholarly titles, classic
literature and professional refer ence books. We also
carry the most current magazines and periodicals.
Please stop by and get acquainted with our many
special services and resources.

THE OLE MISS
BOOKSTORE
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